CIRCULAR

Sub: Payment of Wages to TSFWs conferred with Temporary Status for March 2019 paid in April 2019 and onwards on implementation of 7th CPC – reg.

~~~~~~

In continuation to this office circular of even number dated 29.03.2019, it is informed to all the CSB Institutes/units that the payment of wages to the TSFWs conferred with Temporary Status for the month of March 2019 payable in April 2019 and onwards may be paid as per 7th CPC recommendations after fulfilling all the formalities, terms & conditions given in the Circular No. CSB-995/2019/ TSS/Labour Vol-II (PF) dated 12.03.2019 and No. CSB-9(5)/2019-TSS/Labour/Vol.II dated 01.04.2019.

(CA MANOHARAN. A)
JOINT DIRECTOR (FINANCE)

To:

All the Institutes/units of Central Silk Board.
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